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Credit risk is one of the most important risks the modern commercial banks face, 
as well as leads to one of the most common causes of the insolvency of banks. In a 
longer period, the study of credit risk management technology has been behind the 
market risk management techniques. With the international banking crisis, the 
international banking and academic research started keenly to be aware of the 
importance of the bank's credit risk management techniques. With the constant 
development of innovation and technology, the advanced level of the bank's 
management has emerged into the rapid development; the economic capital has been 
put into the commercial bank's credit risk management. From the very beginning, the 
only link with the commercial bank's risk capital gradually evolved into the modern 
commercial banking and regulatory authorities received an important means of 
management, which is another important function of the economic capital-to create 
value determination. At present, foreign banks are operating performance measure, 
which is commonly used by economists to measure the standards, that is based on 
CAR system, Risk Adjusted Return on Capital (RAROC) measurement has been used 
for performance measurement. And these advanced risk management techniques and 
methods of advanced international banks have entered a stable, efficient operating 
orbit. But the domestic commercial banks, due to the short operating history, their 
modern regulation has just started and a modern commercial bank risk management, 
capital constraints, business goals and other fundamental understanding of the 
problem were fully behind the management, have seriously impeded the development 
of the modern domestic commercial banks. Therefore, this paper discussed on 
CAR-based risk management of modern commercial banks and the credit risk 
management ideas and suggested that the technology research is not only of great 
theoretical significance, but also of great practical significance. 
The paper studied the theory of the credit risk management, the credit risk 
measurement technology, the allocation of CAR, technology and CAR for the 
domestic banks to credit risk management of the core issues related to its development. 
It described the Western commercial bank's credit risk management theory and the 
evolution of technology, which the commercial banks generally use modern credit 














management and VAR discussed in the bank's credit risk management of the position 
and the role. Meanwhile, it also analyzed the relationship between capital and risk, the 
use of bank credit VAR risk measurement methods, and the real risks in the capital. 
The paper also raised the CAR measurement and allocation, the performance 
appraisal system of the domestic commercial banks in accordance with the Basel
requirements and the development of on CAR-based the credit risk management 
system, IRB to promote the research and use of building and perfecting RAROC and 
EVA objective assessment in order to improve the risk management standards of the 
domestic commercial banks and to accelerate the pace of building a modern 
commercial bank. 
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